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The sudden release of energy to surrounding structures makes disruptions [1] a threat for the 

integrity of present-day and future tokamaks. One of the strategies currently investigated for 

disruption mitigation in DEMO is the set-up of sacrificial limiters that can be possibly 

replaced in case of damage [2]. The effectiveness of this solution relies on the possibility of 

constraining the plasma-wall interaction at specific locations inside the vacuum chamber. This 

means, first of all, being able to forecast the plasma movement during a disruption and 

possibly to design configurations that drive the plasma evolution along prescribed trajectories. 

During the recent experimental campaign carried out on TCV in the frame of the 

EUROFusion Medium Size Tokamak Task Force, dedicated experiments have been carried 

out, aimed at extensively studying the plasma trajectory during a disruption. The experimental 

strategy is based on three pillars. 1) Trigger the disruption starting from five different plasma 

configurations: Single Null, Double Null, positive triangularity, negative triangularity, “drop-

like” shape. 2) For a given shape, trigger the disruption starting from configurations with very 

different growth rates, obtained by suitably shrinking the plasma cross-section. 3) For a given 

configuration, try three different disruption triggering mechanisms: density limit, low 

boundary q limit, loss of vertical stability. 

The first conclusions that can be drawn from the results are that the trajectories are largely 

independent of the growth rate and show a rather weak dependence on the disruption 

triggering mechanism, while they depend significantly on the initial configuration –  

triangularity in particular. Specifically, negative triangularity configurations move towards 

the low field side, while positive triangularity ones move towards the high field side; 

configurations with small triangularity tend to stay centred. Numerical modelling is ongoing 

to get further insight and will be reported in the full paper. 
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